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(L-R: David Downton, Dior 2011, Pierre Mourgue Marcel Rochas & Balenciaga Couture 1944, Steven Stipelman, 2009)

Drawing on Style, an exhibition celebrating rare and unseen original fashion illustrations from the 1940s to the present day,
is transferring from London to New York for Master Drawings New York in January 2022. Gray M.C.A, the British gallery and
international leader in the specialist field of fashion illustration is bringing a capsule collection of exquisite work by the
masters of the genre.

Showcasing for the first time at Master Drawings New York will be the powerful work by artists including the international
illustrator and celebrated portrait painter David Downton (1959 - ), one of the most influential fashion illustrator-journalists
of her generation Gladys Perint Palmer (1947 - ), the esteemed New Yorker Steven Stipelman (1944 - ); whose work will be
available for the first time, and modern-day master Andrea Ferolla (1961 - ) who captures the elegance and beauty of Italian
style.
Also featured will be the work of Antonio Lopez (1943 - 1987) the leader of the hedonistic New York fashion crowd who burst
onto the scene in the late 1960s and was instrumental in introducing Jerry Hall and Jessica Lange to the world; the worldfamous fashion illustrator René Gruau (1909 - 2004) who epitomised the glamour and style of haute couture from the 1940s
- 1990s and Pierre Mourgue (1890 - 1969) the French fashion illustrator who first brought Parisian flair to the pages of
American Vogue in the 1920s.
Connie Gray, Curator of Drawing on Style says: “It is an honour to curate in New York such a sensational collection of works
by the foremost fashion artists of the period, whether that be from the 20th century or today. Their work is testament to the
importance and influence fashion illustration has had and continues to have in shaping fashion history.”

Drawing on Style will exhibit in New York an assemblage of rare original works that adorned the pages of the most prestigious
international publications and newspapers throughout the 20th century and today, capturing the iconic designs of the fashion
powerhouses. Fashion illustration brings to life the seasonal trends and historic collections through simple lines, brush strokes
and use of colour that instantly provokes a visual reaction that is rarely forgotten.
Prices will range from $2,000 - $15,000

(Pictured above: Andrea Ferolla, Léa 2021)
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Listing Information:
Drawing on Style at Master Drawings New York
Gray M.C.A exhibiting at Didier Aaron Inc.
32 East 67th Street, New York NY 10065
21 – 29 January 2022
Opening Preview: 21 January 2022 3.00pm - 8.00pm
Opening Hours: 10.00am - 5.30pm

Gray M.C.A
Gray M.C.A is the international leader in the specialised subject of fashion illustration. The gallery curates important
exhibitions, represents the estates of the most celebrated 20th century fashion artists and delivers lecture programmes to a
wide range of international institutions, museums, and societies.
The Drawing on Style exhibitions are held annually during London Fashion Week are recognised as prestigious events in both
the fashion and Fine Art calendars.
www.drawingonstyle.com | www.graymca.com | Instagram: @graymca

